A previous paper1) reported that the rishitin synthetic pathway was activated in the healthy tissue about 2mm in thickness adjacent to the cut surface tissue of potato tuber infected by an incomatible race of P. infestans within 2 days after cutting and inocula tion. When the fresh tuber disks (3 hr afer preparation), which had been treated with acetate-2-14C, were treated with HWC, the increase in incorporation of radioactivity into rishitin with time was inhibited by HWC treatment.
Experiments were repeated three times and always similar results were obtained (Fig. 1) . In Fig. 1 The present results showed that HWC reduced accumulation of 14C-labeled rishitin in a cell which was exposed directly to HWC, although it was not certain whether HWC inhibited the synthesis and metabolism (transformation) of rishitin7,9) at the same rate or differently. metabolically active tissue such as intact young tissue or healthy tissue adjacent to cut or infected ones of potato plants. HWC may reduce activity of rishitin accumulation in a living cell which is exposed directly to HWC, but accumulation of rishitin occurs in the dead cells after HWC induced dead tissue zone in the potato tissue). (Received November 10, 1980) 
